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Abstract. We start from the set of KMS-states for the global C'-dynamics of a class of weakly

inhomogeneous bipolaronic superconductors, which we have determined in a previous work. We discuss the

spectral properties of the generator for the unitary implementation of the global Heisenberg dynamics in the

GNS-representation over those KMS-states, which have minimal free energy density and unbroken internal

symmetries. It is shown that the stable and hence macroscopically detectable part of such a spectrum is

given by the spectrum of the homogenized model. The stable energy values depend on the temperature and

doping of the system and lead to so-called spectral phase diagrams. The latter are meant to supplement the

thermodynamic phase diagrams elaborated in earlier investigations. The different behaviour of the stable

spectra for phase transitions of the first and second kind is especially significant. A classification of the factor

types for the pure phase states - occurring in the central decomposition of the stable invariant KMS-states

- is carried through. As a remarkable fact we found in certain phase regions a dense subset of pure phase

states, which belong to factors of type Uli, having type IIIa states with A ^ 1 in each neighborhood. Thus,
in these weakly inhomogeneous quantum lattice systems one has representations with dynamical relaxation

features.
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1 Introduction and Preliminary Results

For the characterization of the macro-states of a many body system one uses not only the

traditional thermodynamic potentials but frequently also parameters, which arise directly from the

microscopic-statistical treatment of the pertinent models, being often related to certain ordering

phenomena. For superconductors such a parameter is in first line the so-called gap. In the present

investigation we analyze the spectral properties of a class of bipolaronic superconductor models

and reveal peculiar stability features for certain energy values. Only these stable eigen-energies,

which are invariants of the model class, are well-defined functions of the thermodynamic state

variables. This is not so for the first excitation energy over the equilibrium state, which depend on

the very details of the interaction potentials. Since each preparation of a macro-system produces a

different kind of impurities and defects, the macroscopically relevant gap has to be associated with

the stable part of a many body spectrum. These stable eigen-energies, which are not restricted to

the superconducting phase region, are the main topic of the present work. In dependence of the

temperature and density they illustrate characteristic features of the thermodynamic phases and

of the phase transitions.

The model class treated here may be derived from Hubbard-like Hamiltonians [1], [2], [3].

H= X^ feie0!"- 2\V\J2n"rn'-" +
2 YI wVni<rnj<r',

(tj),<7 "
:,<7 (ij),","'

where (i,j) indicates as usual summation over nearest neighbors. By means of perturbation theory
canonical transformations, and the introduction of pair operators 6, one arrives at bipolaronic
model Hamiltonians

H YI v,3n,n, - 2 ]T fb'bj. (1.1)

(ij) (ij)
Many treatments of such kinds of models, aimed to describe high-Tc superconducting features

involve anti-ferromagnetic effects and thus are connected with a bipartite sublattice structure
Here our model is treated from the outset on a bipartite lattice KZ in position space. Especially the

algebra of observables has to reflect this structure and is, therefore, constructed over a composite

one site-algebra 03 SB®23, where 03 M2(C). Below we will see that 03 describes the observables

of a fermion pair, while 03 describes the operators of two such pairs in different sublattices. As usual

we form for each local sublattice region A G £ := {A' C KZ \ |A'| < oo} the algebra 21a := ®j£a03,

where 23, is an isomorphic copy of 03, placed at site i. The algebra 21 of the infinite lattice is the

union of all local observables, mathematically obtained by the C-inductive limit of 21a, A £ £

with the canonical embedding of 2lA in 21a', for A C A' [4]:

21:= 0 03,.
t€/C

The local algebras 2t\ can be considered as subalgebras of 21, justifying the notation 21 Uas£ ^a
A specific model is characterized by the set of all local Hamiltonians H\ 6 21a C 21, A 6 £. Dropping

the nearest neighbor subsidiary condition and employing now sublattice indices we get fron
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(1.1) our inhomogeneous model Hamiltonians [1], [5], [6], [7]:

^= E^X^^EMK+M,^) e 2lA. (1.2)
il,l2GA li,»2€A

We use the notation x1 x ® 1, x2 1 ® x e 03 for x e 2$. Then ô'' r 1,2 is the annihilation

(creation) operator of a local pair (bipolaron) at site i in sublattice r, and nf := bf'bf is the number

operator. One stipulates the commutation relations, which are characteristic for so-called hard core

Bosons:

HT,*5] b\*b] - b]bf* Sij (2nf - 1), {bfbf) bf'bf + bfbf* 1, bf2 0,

for r 1,2 and i £ KZ. All commutators between operators in different sublattices vanish.

Without specifying the asymptotic behavior of the interaction constants in (1.2) the models are

far from being sufficiently described. In our previous investigations the above models have been

treated under the extreme long range assumption namely, that the interaction constants v,,i2 and

ijjij are only weak deviations from their average values v and t. More precisely we have required
the following relations for a model to be in the allowed class:

Model Assumptions: For the interaction constants in Hf, we stipulate:

v x^w E ««»a. < Jj£jâV E *.*. d-3)
ii,i2€A ' ' ii,ij€A

and with the abbreviations

<fr>ti,ia := f»i,ij - v and St,u,2 := t,u,2 -1 (1.4)

we demand

as well as

lim 5viui2 Svi,, lim 8tiui2 St^, lim Svi, =0, lim 6U, =0, (1.5)
«1—*00 i,—¥00 i,—»OO ti—»OO

A^iÄpEl^1'«-^»-Kl =0, lim—Tj X) |<5*i,,i2 - <5ti, -crt,J 0. (1.6)
«1,«2 il ,12

The foregoing describes analytically, in which sense the actual models are perturbations of the

homogenized model

tf£ iÄi(» E "!.<-2t E («+«)) ^, (1.7)
il,i2€A il,>2€A

As we have stated in previous papers, the local difference Hamiltonians

PA ~ HA - H°A (1.8)

form in general a strongly unbounded net of operators, and the equilibrium states of two different

models involving the same external parameters may be macroscopically different, that is

mathematically disjoint.
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General Strategy: The following investigation is based on the results in [5] on the global C-
dynamical system and its KMS-states for the inhomogeneous model introduced above The

physically stable KMS-states corresponding to the canonical and the grand-canonical ensemble, which

are invariant under the internal symmetries of the model, are derived in [5] and [8]. We briefly
review the results from [8] and [5] and then derive the spectral properties of the unitary implementation

of the global C*-dynamical model system. One main result of our approach is, that under

the above model assumptions the main features of the collective structure of the inhomogeneous

models are the same as those of the homogeneous one.

Symmetries: Our inhomogeneous models HA of (1.2) have as spatial symmetry the hidden

permutation invariance. In fact, only 77° is strictly invariant under the action of the permutation

group P(A) of A:

&c(H%) Hi, for all a e P(A) and A e £,

where Qa : 21 -> 21 is defined on elementary tensors by Off(®ia:i) := ®t£<7(i) (f°r i £ A, we have

a(i) =i).
Besides the homogeneity of the Hamiltonian, there are additional symmetries, the so-called internal

symmetries, which leave each one—lattice point algebra 23, invariant, and are exact symmetries

also for the inhomogeneous Hamiltonians. These are the gauge transformations and the exchange

transformations of sublattice indices [1]. The group of the internal symmetries is therefore given

by S2 x SU(1) where S2 is the two-point symmetric group.

The Global C*-Dynamical System: The limit of the reduced local dynamics

f(-)=exv{itHA} -exvfitH'f (1.9)

with

HrA:=HA-p,NA:=HA-riY/(hì+n2) (1.10)
i6A

exists as a C*-dynamical system Cg,R, rt on the classically extend algebra of observables

Cç^K®C{Eg) ZC(Eq,QL)

It can be calculated locally by perturbation theory as is shown in [5]. Here Eç denotes the 15-

dimensional differentiable manifold corresponding to the parameterization of S (03) on which the

classical part of the limiting dynamics is acting. C (Eg) are the continuous functions on Eg and

C (.Eg,21) are the 2l-valued continuous functions on Eg. For obtaining the above results one first

calculates the limiting C*-dynamical system for the homogeneous part of the models

r, (A) s-lim exp {it (#£ - ßNA)} AA exp {-it (H°A - pNA)} V t e R with AA e 2tA
Ae£
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and then determines the sigma-weak limit of this dynamics perturbed by Pa

rt (A) ct-w- lim tP )Pa' (A) for |t| < t0
A'€£

For the explicit form of rt see [5].

Invariant KMS-states: The set of KMS-states for the C*-dynamical system Cç, R, rt which

are invariant under the group of internal symmetries S2 x SU(1) forms a subsimplex of the simplex
of all KMS-states and is given by the convex combinations of the following, extremal invariant
KMS-states

«= r(i®^+5®^)^- (lidJo v z is>c 2 içK. ' 27T

Here g'^ and gl2i are determined by

e-^nie) e-0h'2i(e)

^:=tr{e-^»}' and Ä:=tr{e-^^)}' (1'U)

with the following single site Hamiltonians

MS := (™2 - /*) h1 f (vn'i - /i) n2 - 2A2 (V^^V- + e+i(«-«.)6i)

- 2A\ (e-'(>'-M-)62. + e+i(*-W.)62) (1 13)

MS := («4 - /i) n2 f K - p) n1 - 2A2 (V^^'V' + e-K(«-»062)

- 2A' (c-(«-«.)fti' + c+^'-W'Jb1)

We use here the notation n* := 1 + ^ )nr, A* := | 1 f & t (g; br) \ | 1 + *f \ Ar and

<5tf, := — Arg 1 f f where the values of these expectations can be determined from (1.12),

which implies an inhomogeneous selfconsistency equation (similar to the gap equation). The phase

difference between the expectation values (g; bT) in the two sublattices is equal to a multiple of
¦k and is hence set equal to zero. Therefore we set -Arg( (g; bT) =: -û. See [5] for a detailed

discussion.

The set of invariant KMS-states does not determine the physically stable phases of the system (see

[8]). For this we need the additional principle, that the physically stable states be minimizers of
the free energy density.

Grand Canonical Ensemble: The grand-canonical ensemble is characterized by a fixed chemical

potential and a fixed temperature but allows for non vanishing fluctuations of the particle

density. The free energy density of KMS-states for the inhomogeneous model is entirely
determined by the KMS-states of the homogenized model. As is shown in [8] the function 11 (n) for

the homogeneous part of the model may be inverted and we can therefore use the parameterization

(ß,n) for the set of KMS-states of Cg,R, t( instead of the parameters (ß, f. We show in
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V/4 -
kßT v>4

Kft - CO

CO/S

o 1

n 2

Figure 1.1: (n,T)-phase diagram for the grand canonical ensemble.

Fig. 1.1 the phase diagram of the grand-canonical ensemble given by the invariant KMS-states,
which minimize the free energy density. (The phase diagram of all KMS-states is depicted in [5])

The phase structure may also be seen by studying the homogeneous limiting Gibbs states: To

fix a certain mean particle density n e]0,2[ in the homogeneous local Gibbs state, we introduce the

chemical potential /u via 77°(f := P°r := 77° - fiNA, NA := £ieA(nJ + "?)• Since [#"> ^A] 0,

for each n e]0,2[ there is a unique it £ TR,, such that

±i{,f»°M-NA)=n.

For each local region A, the unique (i £ Ris denoted by ßA. The remarkable fact is, that the

limiting Gibbs state

Jf := w*-hmu/.">A> (1.14)

is unique for each n €]0,2[ in all phase regions [1].

oo, r—r —y 0

Canonical Ensemble: The canonical ensemble which is realized by a fixed temperature and a

fixed particle density with vanishing fluctuations can be obtained by adding a perturbation

NA f__nj W1HI yA^^,|A|
to the local Hamiltonian HA, that suppresses the fluctuations of the particle density in the

thermodynamic limit. Applying this perturbation to the inhomogeneous dynamical system means that the

set of KMS-states is reduced to only those KMS-states with vanishing fluctuations of the particle

I NA \2
Pa := 5a |A| -j-Tj - n j with gA
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kßT

v/4 -

l%%~

-
V>4 yS N

CO

\/ M

/ S

n "

Figure 1.2: (n,T)-phase diagram for the canonical ensemble (thermodynamic limit at particle
density n e]0,2[ with suppressed fluctuations [8]).

density.

The free energy density is now given by the Legendre transform of the one for the grand-canonical
case. This leads to a different phase diagram for the minimizers of the canonical free energy density

as is shown in Fig. 1.2.

In comparison with the grand canonical ensemble the CO-S coexistence region is replaced by

the so-called M-phase with broken gauge symmetry and broken sublattice exchange symmetry.
Note, that the phase boundaries S-M and CO-M are shifted with respect to the previous ones of
the CO-S coexistence region. Apart from the choice of v, t, and the parameterization of S(23),
these are the boundaries as given in [7].

Again there exist the unique limiting Gibbs states for the homogeneous part of the system [8] which

are given by

w,lim(ç^P^PA)
A6£ (J>Hl ; Rf)

(1.15)

The pure phases - resp. the stable extremal KMS-states - of the system are characterized by the

broken internal symmetries of the model class (see Table 1.1). Equivalently, each broken symmetry
leads to a nontrivial sum or integral in the decomposition formula (1.11) for the extremal invariant
KMS-states. See [5] for a detailed discussion.

We close this Section with a list of all extremal invariant KMS-states uAn ojn, w%, o>cOi ^co/Si
ujm occurring in Figs. 1.1 and 1.2 and indicate their central measures.
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State Broken Symmetry Macroscopic Pure Phase

tr^'n1) tx{g'n2),

ti(g'b1) tx(g'b2) =0
Normal phase (N)

tx(gin1) =tr(g'n2),
tx(glb1) ti(g1b2)^0

gauge invariance Superconducting phase (S)

tx(g,hl) ^tx(g'n2),
tr(p,b1) tr(et62) 0

sub-lattice permutations Charge Ordered phase (CO)

tr^'n1) + ti(gin2),

tr^ò^^tr^ft2) ^0
sub-lattice permutations

gauge invariance
'Mixed' phase (M)

Table 1.1: Characterization of pure phase states ®gl in terms of broken symmetries and expectation

values.

Proposition 1.1

With the notation bom eqns. (1.11), (1.12) and (1.13) we and for the extremal S2 x SU(1) invariant

KMS-states of the introduced class of inhomogeneous bipolaronic models:

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

In the N-phase region ofFigure 1.1 or 1.2 each invariant ß-KMS-state wn is obtained from

eq. (1.11) by setting n\ n2 =: n* and A1, A2 0 in eq. (1.13).

In the so-called charge—ordered phase, the CO-phase, the invariant ß-KMS-states wrjo are

obtained from eq. (1.11) by setting A\ A2 0 in eq. (1.13).

In the superconducting region, the S-phase, the invariant the ß-KMS-states ws are obtained

from cq. (1.11) by setting n\ n2 - n\ A\ A'2 A' and 5-9i 0 in eq. (1.13).

In the CO-S coexistence region each invariant ß-KMS-state is decomposed into a state

corresponding to the CO- and S-phases, i.e. we have

wco/s ^a Acjco f (1 - A)cjs, A e]0,1[. (1.16)

ThevalueA 6]0,1[ is determined by the given particle density n lim rhf\ ; NA) Ancof
A6£ I

(1 - A) ns because we have lim j^y (wrjo ; N\) nCo i1 «S Am ^ (ws ; NA)
A€£

(v) The invariant ß-KMS-state wm in the M-phase region are given directly by eqns. (1.11)

and (1.13).

Proof: [8], [5]. a
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2 Equilibrium Representations and Spectra of Effective Hamilto¬
nians

We discuss the KMS-dynamics T( and their unitary implementation in the GNS-representations

over the above equilibrium states w wn, ws, wrjo, ^co/Si UU-

The states w are invariant under rt, i.e. (w ; rt(A)) (w ; A) Vt, and it is a well known result

[9, Theo. 2.3.16 and Cor. 2.3.17] that there exists a unitary implementation of T( in the GNS-

representation of Cg to the state w, which is decomposed by means of the central measure dßu(g)
of w :

(UU,HU,ÙU)= [ (Tie,He,Sie)dpfg)
JEcI Eg

with the corresponding von Neumann Algebra

OTw:=nw(Ce)"= f <mednUQ):= f UfCg)" dßfg)
J Eç J Eç

We remark that, because of the states w being microscopically extended (see [5]), in the case of the

stable invariant KMS-states the GNS-representation of Cg corresponds to the GNS-representation
of 21.

The unitary implementation is introduced by

UfUfA)^ :=Tt(Ik,(A))Sîu,

and then extended to all of Hu. It satisfies indeed

rt(M) := UfMUf 6 mu, VM G Ort«.

The Uf are the only implementing unitaries which leave Qu invariant. Note that rt corresponds to

the modular automorphism group [9], [10] corresponding to Q.u, and Uf is given by

Uf A~'3

with the modular operator Aw. The family t —> Uf is a strongly continuous group of unitaries

with the selfadjoint generator

K" -±lnAu.

We will illustrate this result by the two most general forms of KMS-states from Section 1.1, that

are the equilibrium states in the coexistence region for the grand-canonical ensemble and the

equilibrium states in the mixed phase for the canonical ensemble:

Since a state of the coexistence region wC0/s is the mixture of the disjoint wco and ws states
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its GNS-representation of the algebra Cq is a direct sum of the GNS-representations ovei wrjo and

ws:

(Wco/s. nC0/s, fico/s) (^co e Hs, nco © ns, ftCo e ns) (2.1)

We give the explicit form of the representing Hilbert space:

/ \ ^r, / f2*® de \
Hco,s=(Hi2®H2i)Q)(J U*2^) ¦

The generator of the unitary implementation c7C0/s of rt in (Hqq/s, Hco/Si ^CO/s) has the form

KC0'S KC0®KS

A core for Kco/s is given by T)q0/S := OTo°/SnCo/s where

2Jl^0/S := j / ne (A (g)) dßucofQ) =¦ MA | there is a A e £ with A (g) 6 2lA, Vp € Eg,

and g —? A (g) is norm continuous >

On 2)0 ' the typical element is MAQC0/S and the generator Kco^s is explicitly given ly

tfc°/sMAnCo/s [ H^0/s MA ] nco/s,

with

HCA0/s H™®Hl

Y, ™4 - A* un rij + vn[ - /i n12 n2

i€A

© E W2 - f n21 *i) + Un'l - M n21 "i
i€A

0 /2"eE([w,-"nn«(^) + ntf(n2)] (2.2)
" ° ISA

- 2A« e-ftf-w-'ntf b}' f c+i<*-M->ntf 6,1

- 2A1 e-^-^-'n^ b2' + e+'V-^Uo 6? ^
As the second representative example we give the GNS-representation of Cg over the stace wjvf ol

the mixed phase

(HM,nM,nM) •

A core for the generator KM of the unitary implementation of the inhomogeneous limiting dynamics

is given by D^ := STI^Hm where

OTrT1 := { / ne (A (g)) dp.UJM (g) =: MA I there is a A 6 £ with A (g) e 2tA, Vp e Ps,

and p —> A (p) is norm continuous >
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KM is given for each typical element MaÙm by

KMMAnM [ffM»,MA] nN

with

"Ma r E nM (MS) e E nM (Ml) g (2-3)
i€A t€A

and rfs from eq. (1.13).

As may be seen from Prop. 1.1 the GNS-representations for all the other invariant KMS-states are

special cases of those two given above.

We remark from the explicit formulas above that the generator for the implemented dynamical

system has the general from

K-= K'dßu(g) (2.4)
J Eg

that is a direct integral over unbounded self-adjoint operators.

For the spectral analysis we first diagonalize the generators of the unitaries implementing the

limiting dynamics in the GNS-representations (Tle, Hq, iie) for the pure phases.

The eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the selfadjoint generators at finite temperature are derived by

means of a generalized Bogoliubov-Valatin transformation. The transformation is motivated by

the diagonalization of hl(g) in terms of quasi-pair operators. With Proposition 1.1 each h'(g) has

the form

/i<(p) /iÌ(p)®l + l®/i'2(p), (2.5)

with hxr(g) e 23 for r 1,2 and

K(Q) A\ (p) ft - B\ (g) (e-»'(*-Wi >ò* f e«*-*»' >6), (2.6)

where A'r (g) e R, B' (g) > 0 and 1? 6 [0,27t[ are constants which are made explicit below. We

introduce the transformation xin by ''s action on a pair operator bT, r 1,2, leading to the

quasi-pairs

i(Q) '¦= XIM) '¦= ("r')' 6" - (<e)2 eW-M>hl - uHe^-Mi)[blbD, (2.7)

with
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This transformation extends to an automorphism of 23 and by Xe(<8> xi) := <8>[x'p ® XÌe](xi) to
i€A i6A

21. In terms of the quasi-pair operators one obtains in fact the diagonal form:

Hfg) £(2EÎ (g) ql'(g)q}(g) f 2E\ (g) ç2*(p)ç2(p)) f const 1A.
teA

Since Xe(2l) 21, the following set of vectors is total in He:

M*) ¦¦= n «î*(d n ii(e) n «?(*) n to«*. &¦%)

tlSAi 12ÊA2 13€A3 iidAi

for all A (Ai, A2, A3, A4) 6 £4. Moreover, it holds:

K°iPe(K) [ 2 £ EÏ - 2 E E? + 2 E £23 - 2 E £24 ] ^(Ä)> f2'9'
ilGAl I26A2 »3€A3 Ì4SEA4

implying

a(Ke) { 2 ^ £J' - 2 ^ £}2 + 2 ^ £23 - 2 ^ £24 | A e £4 }. (2.10)
IlCAi 12CA2 Ì3CA3 14€A4

where we have simply set E\ := E\ (p) because we are dealing here with an extremal equilibrium
state corresponding to one point p 6 Eg.

To treat the multi-phase representations corresponding to the stable invariant KMS-states from

Prop. 1.1 we piece the pure-phase informations together and set

<?,»:= f tf(0)<W0) (2.11)
JEcI Eg

leading to

^(ä):= n <à» n <àM n «s» n ^m^, (2.12)
ilGAi ï2tA2 13ÉA3 Ì4GA4

for A (Ai,A2,A3,A4) € £4. In this way one obtains particle operators and states with good

quantum numbers, also for the broken symmetry generators. We find for the energy eigenvalues

tf"Vw(A)= f K^e(A)dßu(g) (2.13)
JEg

Pi £ E[1(g)il>e(K)d^(g) -f92^ E?(6) tf,(Ä) dftfg) (2.14)
JEc .~r. Jec .-.TT,

f Pi Y, E?(g)iPe(A)dßfg)- p2 £ £2<(p)<MA)d^(p).
,/£« 13£A3 ,'£0 i4€A4

The single particle excitations Elr(g) are given by

ElT \/(unj-^)2f 16 A^)2 with r # s (2.15)
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From eqns (2.2) and (2.3) together with eq. (1.13) we find the p-independence E\ E\(g) and

E\ E\(g) on the orbits in eq. (2.13). Thus we get as in (2.9)

K^fA) [2 Y E\> -2 Y, E? +2 Y E? -1 Y E24i *"&) (2'16)
llGAi 126A2 Ì3CA3 14€A4

and

{ 2 Y Ei - 2 E Ei2 + 2 E E2 * 2 E E24 I Ä e £4 } Ç ff(üf'). (2.17)

ïi€A, t2£A2 Ì36A3 î4€A4

Note, that the set of ipfA), A £ £4, is, in general, not total in Hu cf. e.g. [11]. While the Hilbert

space vectors t/>u(A) express quasi-pair excitations they do not include classical particle structures.

For the KMS-dynamics these classical parts have only the energy value zero. This is expressed by

the equation

K"Z-iPfÄ) ZKu4>fÄ), for all Z e Zu ; =muJn<m'u. (2.18)

The set (Zi/>U(A) | Z € ZU,A 6 £4} is total in Hu and thus suited to give the spectral information

on Ku. Especially in the case of p-independent energy values as in (2.17) we may conclude

cr(Kw) I 2 Y ^i - 2 E ^i2 + 2 E E2 - 2 E E2 I A e £4 ¦

tlSAi I2ÊA2 13€A3 14EA4 J

We use the preceding insights in

Theorem 2.1

Let us choose an arbitrary, but fixed tupel (ß,n) G R x [0,2], observing that then 11 is fixed, too.

We further select a model of the considered class and study the effective Heisenberg dynamics for

a KMS-state belonging to this model.

(i) In the GNS-representation over every KMS-state w, independently of its location in the phase

diagram, the Heisenberg dynamics can be unitarily implemented, so that the corresponding

selfadjoint generator Kw annihilates the cyclic vector Qu. The spectra of all Ku are the same.

(ii) AU E e ^(K^) are limit points of eigenvalues.

(iii) E £ cj{Kf implies -E € o(Ku), but E,E' does not imply E + E' e cj(Ku), in general.

(iv) Every E e cj(Ku) has infinite multiplicity.

(v) The spectrum a(Ku for a homogeneous model is a subgroup of the additive group R, wliich

is made explicit in Table 3.1. It is contained in every o(Ku), where w belongs to a model,

which has the given homogenization. It holds the module property:

E e o(Kw) andEo e o(Ku°) implies E f E0 e o(Ku).
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Proof: (i) We have observed above, that the pure phase spectra for fixed (ß,n) 6 R x [0,2]

are the same, which then takes over for a mixture of those pure phases in terms of an arbitrary
probability measure, (ii) follows directly from the arguments given above, (iii) Ku involves a

commutator and its spectrum is symmetric around zero. For the second assertion observe, that
two operators, which excite in application to the cyclic vector two energy eigenstates, may have the

product zero, so that the sum of eigenvalues may not be realizable. In each GNS-representation

one has the quasi-pair excitations and the central excitations - with zero energy - as the total set

of eigenvectors, (iv) This is clear from the explicit formulas above, (v) In the homogeneous case

the sums over positive and negative one-particle energies reduce to integer multiples of - at most

three different - generator values, which are listed in Table 3.1. From the model assumptions we

find for the one-particle spectra

lim El Er and ET lim —r Y^ El
i-»oo A€£ A *~>

1 ' i6A

Here the single particle excitations for the homogeneous models are explicitly given by

Er y/( vns - ß )2 + 16 A, )2 for r # s

with nr lim^oo n'r and Ar lim;-»,*, A). Thus the homogeneous energy spectra are always

accumulation points of the inhomogeneous spectra.

To an arbitrary energy eigenvalue we may add an homogeneous one, because we can approximate the

latter in terms of sequences which are localized on A regions, which do not intersect with the region

belonging to the given eigenvalue (in contrast to the problem of adding arbitrary inhomogeneous

eigenvalues). Now replace the given eigenvalue by a sequence of eigenvalues, which approximate

a given spectral value. This gives a sequence of sums, eigenvalues plus homogeneous eigenvalue,

which converges within the spectrum. Q

The set of stable energy spectral values for the quasi pairs has much similarity to the set of energy

eigenvalues tor condensed particles, e.g. condensed Cooper pairs, in spite of the fact, that the latter
have central field operators commuting with all other operators, whereas the quasi pair operators
have non-trivial commutation relations: Both sets constitute a subgroup of R which has the module

property for the total energy spectrum. In a certain sense we may also in our discrete lattice system

formalism state, that the stable spectral values have a high density of states: By being spectral

accumulation points there are many quasi pair excitation vectors with close or identical energies.

3 Spectral Phase Diagrams

In the following we will only deal with the stable spectral group generators, which are indentified by

the spectrum of the homogenized model. For the convenience of notation we introduce Ç := (p; hr)
and ye""* := (p; òr) for r 1,2, where we assume, that v and t are both greater than zero and

we set tal,
We use the quasi-pair transformations (2.7) and (2.11) to determine the robust one-particle
spectrum for all regions of the phase diagrams in Figures 1.1 and 1.2.
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N-Phase: The N-phase states are factor states with hea (v^ — u)(nl+n2), i.e. in the notation of

(2.6) it is Aj A2 uf -ii and Pi P2 0. This leads to a unique PN É? Eg |w§ - p\.

S-Phase: The limiting Gibbs state in the S-phase region has a non-trivial central decomposition

according to Prop. 1.1. Nevertheless, each state in the support of the central measure has the

effective Hamiltonian heS (v% - fh1 - A(e~iûbu f e"V) f (vf - fn2 - A(e-">&2* f e'V)
and thus it is Ai A2 v| — /i and Pi P2 A. Consequently we have Es Ef Pf
f(v\ - f2 f A2.

We see that for the N- and the S-phase regions all one-particle excitation energies have the same

value, independent of the chosen sublattice and the chosen pure phase state in supp/jw. Thus the

corresponding spectrum of Ku is given by a(Ku) PNZ and PSZ, respectively.

CO-Phase: The pure phase state ®p in supp/j^ of a charge ordered limiting Gibbs state have

different one-particle Hamiltonians in the two sublattices and in general there are different one

particle energies Pi ^ P2. With /i£ff (vnr — fn, r 1,2, and n\ ^ n2 we have either

b-eS b-ls® 1 f 1 ®h-lff or /iefT /i2ff®lf l®/iç(f. Thus the two energy values are P^° \vnr — fi\,

r 1,2, and they are equal for the two pure phase states in supp/iu according to Prop. 1.1.

M-Phase: The pure phase states in the M-region lead to one-particle energies as in the charge

ordered case, except that here Ai]2 ^ 0 as well. For all states in supp/iw we find the single

particle excitations E™ f(vnT — f2 + A2, where in general ni ^- n2 and Ai ^ A2. Due to
the independence of these energies from the chosen pure phase state we have found again the one-

particle excitations of K".
For the CO- and the M-phase regions it is Pi ^ P2. Obviously it is

o(K") {2Exni f 2P2n2 |ni,n2 el).
There are two possibilities for a(Ku) either if Pi and P2 are commensurate, or not. If

Pi P

E-i q

then we find

a(Ku) E1, withP:= —= —.
V 1

In the other case it is a(Ku) R.

CO-S-Phase Coexistence: As given in Prop. 1.1 each state in this region has the form w

Aws f (1 - A)wco with the values A e]0,1[, depending on the given particle density n. Thus the

GNS-representation decomposes as

nco/s nCo ffi ns
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Macroscopic Phase Spectrum of Ku

N-region 2PNZ

S-region 2PSZ

CO-region f o pCO m if pCO iECO e 0
2£f°Z + 2EÇ°Z=J ' ' l ek

R if Ppo/Pf0 g Q

M-region 1 2 PM Z if PM /PM e ©
2P^Z + 2P2vl2= {

" ' ' ' ~~ "*

[ R iîEfjEf £Q

CO/S-coexistence region 2PSZ U (2 E?° 1, + 2 E%° 2)

J2ESZU2EC0 lîE?°/E$0eQ
\ R if Pf0/Pf0 0Q

Table 3.1: Spectra of the macroscopic Hamiltonians Kw in the various region of the phase diagrams

(Figures 1.1 and 1.2).

In the different sectors, corresponding to the CO- and the S-phases respectively, the one-particle
energies P^° and Ps differ. They are distinguished in terms of the classical properties (central

projections)

ceo ¦= ICO © 0 and cs := 0 © ls.

With (2.18). we find for all Z € Zu. and A Ç £4

KuccoZipfA)= [2Pf°(!A1|-|A2|)-r2P2C0(|A3|-|A4|)] cC0Z^(K) (3.1)

and

K"csZiPfÄ) 2PS (|Ai| - |A2| f |A3| - \AA\)csZipu(Ä). (3.2)

Since these eigenvalues of Ku are determined by a total set of vectors in Hw, the spectrum of Kw

is given by:

a(Ku) 2 Ps % U (2 Pf0 TL f 2 P2C0 1).

If Pp° and E%° are incommensurate, we have — as above — a(Kf R and a(Ku) 2 Es TL U

2 PC0Z otherwise.

All stable spectra of the effective Hamiltonians in the (possibly multi-phase) equilibrium
representations are compiled in Table 3.1. In Figures 3.1 and 3.2 we picture the one-particle energies

Px with X N, S, CO, M, S/CO and their negative mirror values for various fixed temperatures
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Figure 3.1: One-particle energies Px with X N, S, CO, S/CO of the macroscopic Hamiltonian

for the grand canonical ensemble at different temperatures (v=8).
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limit at particle density n e]0,2[ with suppressed fluctuations) for different temperatures
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in dependence on the total densities n, where first the grand canonical and then the canonical

ensembles are used.

The preceding discussion motivates the following definition.

Definition 3.1

For the considered class of weakly inhomogeneous models we introduce the notion of a spectral
phase diagram as the bundle

Psp ={(El(ß,n),...,(Ek(ß,n)) I

(ß,n) e R+ x [0,1], with El(ß,n)
I

(3.3)
the generators of the stable spectral group }.

4 Classificatory Conclusions

In the foregoing Section we have identified in each effective energy spectrum an additive group,
which consists of the integer multiples of certain one particle energies, and which is stable under

the allowed perturbations. This group coincides with the spectrum of the homogenized models

and depends on the equilibium state, giving rise to the notion of a spectral phase diagram. It
is interesting that this structure is related in many cases with the Connes spectrum for the von

Neumann algebras of the pure phase equilibrium representations.

4.1 Classification of the factor types of the pure phase representations

Recall, that the Connes spectrum has been introduced to classify the factors of type III. Starting
from the W*-dynamical system (9Jte,R, r') for the pure phase state wfi one defines according to

Connes first the spectrum

T(re) := f\{Sp(reP | Pruns over the time invariant projections in 2te}, (4.1)

where reP is the restriction of re to P<UleP. The Arveson spectrum Sp(rffP) of the restricted

automorphism group may be shown to equal the operator spectrum o(PKeP), Ke the selfadjoint

generator of the implementing unitary group, since the cyclic and separating vector Q.Q is also time

invariant for the restricted dynamics. Second one introduces the Connes invariant for dZfie

S(me) := f]a(Af (4.2)

where w ranges over all normal faithful states of OTe, and Aw is the corresponding modular operator.

It then holds

P 6 IV) «¦ exp (-P) £ S(me), (4.3)

which is one way to express the fact that T(re) is a characteristicum of OTe, independent from the

choosen dynamical system. The following cases are discriminated in [12]: If S(97tp) [0,oo[ then
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Macroscopic Phase A

N-region exp(-/3PN)

S-region exp(-/3Ps)

CO-region
exp(-ßEC0) if EC°/E£° e Q,

1 if P1co/P230 £ Q.

M-region
exp(-ßEM) if Ef/Eìf e Q,

1 ifP^/P^ £<Q.

Table 4.1: Factor type of the pure phase state representations in the various regions of the phase

diagrams (Figures 1.1 and 1.2).

Wle is a factor of type Uli and if S(!Uie) {0} U {A" | n e TL) for some A e]0,1[, it is of type IIIA.
If S(<me) {0,1}, Wig is of type III0. If S(OTe) {1} then ÜAe is not of type III.
It has been proved by Connes [12] and, for type 777i, by Haagerup [13], that there is - up to

W*-isomorphisms - only one injective factor of type 777>, (cf. also the overview in [14]). As may
be shown in complete analogy to [15] it holds for the homogeneous Hamiltonians Kq, belonging to

the state w° with the 2l-restriction ®p :

S(me) a(exp(-ßK<>)) (AA)

and only one spectrum, the homogeneous one, has to be evaluated for determining the type A. We

can now read out the type A for OTg directly from the spectra in Table 3.1 and are led to Table 4.1.

The short look on the Connes theory on the factors of type 777,», displays a very peculiar stability
of the homogeneous spectrum. First it occurs already in each restriction of the dynamics to an

arbitrary one-lattice point algebra. Second it is stable not only against the perturbations of our
model class but against all perturbations P affiliated with 9Re. Since the 9Jle are hyperfinite they

are injective and thus represent the unique factor types 777^.

In the diagrams 4.1 and 4.2 we illustrate the classification at hand of the numerical results for the

one particle spectra for the grand canonical and the canonical ensemble. Note, that for n 1 in the

N-phase region the factor of type Hi can be located In the M- and the CO-region with Pi ^ P2

the value of A is in the hatched region (especially it is A 1, if Pi and P2 are incommensurate).

There is one exception in this region: if one of the energies Pi|2 becomes zero, say Pi 0, then we

have A exp(—ßEf), i-e. A / 1.

We see that the Connes spectrum is only partially suited to characterize the stable energy spectra.

While A of a factor of type IIIa corresponds in the N- and the S-phase states to well defined

one particle energies, this structure is lost completely in the CO- and M-phases. Here, A jumps

discontinuously for continuously varying density n and takes the value A 1 for all pairs Pi and

P2 with Pi/P2 £ Q. Thus the true structure of the spectral phase diagrams cannot be resolved
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from the factor type of the representation. In this sense the correspondence between the spectra of

homogeneous lattice systems and the factor type of the representation, as worked out previously
for the Weiß-Ising model [16] and the BCS-model [15], seems to be of accidental nature. In the

case of two or more different stable one particle energies, which characterize a global inhomogeneity

of the collective structure here charge ordering), one cannot compress this information into one

single number.

Also for the ground states, which are obtained in the limit ß —> co, we have a similar situation

Beside the loss of reflection anti-symmetry about zero, the spectral phase diagrams at T 0 have

qualitatively the same form as in Figures 3.1 and 3.2 for T > 0. Nevertheless, all these ground

state representations (for the pure ground states) are factors of type 7oo.

In summary, the see that the mathematical classification of the factor representations is not sufficient

for our purposes, and we have need for the more detailed spectral phase diagrams.

4.2 Phase Transitions

It is clear from the outset, that the spectral phase diagrams cannot replace the thermodynamic

phase diagrams. They rather supplement the purely thermodynamic information and give
additional features of the collective phenomena. Nevertheless it is surprising, how well the phase

boundaries are reproduced in terms of the spectral behaviour. Thus we want also to inquire, how

well the type of a phase transition is exhibited by the spectral phase diagrams. We use the

definition and classification of phase transitions as proposed in [17]: A phase transition occurs, if the

equilibrium properties of the thermodynamic system undergo a qualitative change. The equilibrium

properties are given here by the set 6th (ß,f of all states w with minimal free energy density

f(ß,ßo,f or f(ß, n,w), respectively. These sets are determined by the pure phase states ®p of

the extreme boundary with the free energies /(/?, ßo, ®p) or f(ß, n, ®p), used for the discussions of
the phase diagrams.

Definition 4.1

(i) The thermodynamic phase structure is given by the bundle

Pn {&Th(ß,n) \(ß,n) € R x [0,2]} (4.5)

(ii) A phase transition is a continuous curve of the form

1={(ß(t),n(t))[teH},

on which a qualitative change of the sets &Th(ß,f occurs, that is, the number of connected

components and/or the dimensions of the connected components and/or the type of broken

symmmetry undergoes a change.

(iii) A point (ß°,n°) on a phase transition 7, which has both types of equilibrium sets in every

neighbourhood, is called transition point.
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Let us use the partition of phase transitions into two kinds (cf., e.g., [18], [19], [20], [21]), where the

well known basic idea is that some relevant quantity may behave discontinuously or continuously

at the transition point. This leads to

Definition 4.2

A phase transition 7 is called to be of the first or the second kind if the set function

t -+ &Thf(t))

is discontinuous or continuous, respectively, at tg. The transition points 7(£o) (Ahno) of phase

transitions of the second kind are called critical points.

These definitions at once imply features of the spectral phase diagrams:

Proposition 4.3

(i) Let be (ß°,n°) 67a point where the stable one particle energies change discontinuously.

Then (ß°,n°) is a transition point of a phase transition of the first kind.

(ii) Let be (ß°,n°) e 7 the critical point of a phase transition of the second kind. Then the

stable one particle energies behave continuously at (ß°,n°). (Nevertheless, there may appear

bifurcations!)

PROOF: Follows directly from the definition of the phase transitions, and their partition into types,

if one takes into account that a continuous behaviour of the sets &Th(l(t)), as we have introduced

it in [17], implies the continuous behaviour of their elements. Q

Especially, the S/CO-transition in Figure 1.1 is of the first kind and the S/CO-region is the

coexistence region of the transition, with two values of Ec-° and one value of Ps. The difference

to the mixed phase situation M is brought out very clearly, if one compares the two spectral phase

diagrams for the different ensembles, i. e., Figure 3.1 with Figure 3.2.

In many cases the dependence, or independence, of the stable energy values on the state parameters

is a valuable indication for itself to identify the nature of the collective ordering phenomenon under

discussion.
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